Abstract-The novel cross-layer protocol Breath for wireless sensor networks is designed, implemented, and experimentally evaluated. The Breath protocol is based on randomized routing, MAC and duty-cycling, which allow it to minimize the energy consumption of the network while ensuring a desired packet delivery end-to-end reliability and delay. The system model includes a set of source nodes that transmit packets via multi-hop communication to the destination. A constrained optimization problem, for which the objective function is the network energy consumption and the constraints are the packet latency and reliability, is posed and solved. It is shown that the communication layers can be jointly optimized for energy efficiency. The optimal working point of the network is achieved with a simple algorithm, which adapts to traffic variations with negligible overhead. The protocol was implemented on a test-bed with off-the-shelf wireless sensor nodes. It is compared with a standard IEEE 802.15.4 solution. Experimental results show that Breath meets the latency and reliability requirements, and that it exhibits a good distribution of the working load, thus ensuring a long lifetime of the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
The deployment of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) for monitoring and control applications heavily depends on the possibility to provide an efficient communication infrastructure. The design of such networked systems has to take into account a large number of factors that ensure the correct implementation: the constraints imposed by the applications running on the network (e.g., end-to-end latency, error probability), the limited energy resources of WSNs, and the available implementation hardware platform.
The network design task can be formulated as an optimization problem. However, as it was noted in [1] , a complex interdependence of the decision variables with the network properties often lead to difficult problems even in simple network topologies. As a result, it is not possible to provide a unique solution to the problem of WSNs design, but rather a set of components not too general (to avoid inefficiencies) and not too ad hoc (to allow for reusability).
In this paper, we present Breath, an efficient protocol solution for WSNs for common control and automation application: a source of information has to send packets to a destination using a multi-hop WSN under end-to-end latency and error probability constraints. The solution is based on a randomized routing, a randomized Medium Access Control (MAC) and a randomized sleeping discipline that are jointly optimized for energy consumption. We introduce an adaptation algorithm that allows the network to adapt to traffic variations and reach the optimal working point without communication or state overhead. Randomized routing allows us to reduce overhead due to node coordination, state maintenance and increase robustness on neighboring nodes failures. Random access to the wireless channel avoids packet collisions, while the random sleep discipline permits the nodes to minimize their energy consumption. Since the protocol proposed in this paper adapts to the network variations enlarging or shrinking next-hop distance and sleep time of the nodes, we named it Breath.
There have been many contributions to the problem of protocol design for WSNs, both in academia (e.g., [2] , [3] ) and industry (e.g., [4] , [5] ). New protocols have been built around standardized low-power protocols such as IEEE 802. 15.4 [6] and Zigbee [7] . To the best of our knowledge, no protocol in the literature presents a comprehensive solution that includes all the relevant characteristics of the physical layer, MAC and routing, which guarantees latency and reliability constraints over multi-hop communication, and optimizes for energy consumption. A first step toward an integrated protocol stack is visible in [8] . In that paper, a randomized routing protocol, a randomized sleeping disciple and a joint optimization areamount of time that is a random variable dependent on traffic and network conditions. In this paper, we present a duty cycle solution that can be considered as an extension of [12] , [13] .
In [8] a first level of cross-layer interaction is exploited. In particular, it is shown how the opportunistic routing and the randomized sleeping discipline can be jointly optimized for energy saving while satisfying requirements on end-toend delay. However, important aspects as the impact of packet collisions have not been considered.
In [13] , [14] , a relevant design methodology has been presented. Here, we extend and test the design methodologies of that papers by including collision avoidance mechanism, and detailed behavior of the physical layer. Especially, the original contribution is as follows:
1) A comprehensive energy minimization is proposed under reliability and latency constraints. It takes into account the overall energy spent to transmit and receive packets, including an accurate radio power minimization. 2) An algorithm that introduces little communication overhead and allows for rapid deployment and self adaptation of the network to optimal working conditions is presented.
3) The protocol solution is implemented over a complete test bed using Tmote Sky sensor nodes [4] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II our protocol is presented. In Section III an optimization problem is introduced to describe the protocol. In Section IV, we show how the protocol can be optimized for power consumption and in Section V we present an algorithm to obtain the optimal working point. An experimental implementation of the protocol is presented in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII concluding remarks and future perspectives are given.
II. THE BREATH PROTOCOL
In this section we introduce the system model and the protocol proposed in this paper.
We consider a scenario where there is a cluster of source nodes generating data packets associated to a sensed phenomenon. These packets are generated with a rate of λ pckt/s. Between source nodes and the destination, we assume that nodes are uniformly deployed to relay these packets. These intermediate nodes do not generate their own packets, but just relay those coming from the sources using the randomized routing. We adopt a randomized routing, because it is simple to implement, robust and fault tolerant. We assume that each node knows its location. This information can be either hard-coded in the node when they are deployed, or it can be obtained running a positioning algorithm on the network right after deployment. The intermediate nodes are grouped into a number of clusters or forwarding regions. Clustered network topology is supported in networks that require energy efficiency, since transmitting data through intermediate nodes may consume more than routing directly to the destination [15] . Data packets can be transmitted only from a cluster to next cluster closer to the sink. In Fig. 1 , the system scenario is depicted. The network is abstracted by h − 1 blocks or clusters, as it was proposed in [8] , [12] . These blocks represent the forwarding Destination Sources
Network nodes are organized into sources, h − 1 blocks, and destination. C id = 0, . . . , h denotes the group ID of each block. regions to which packets can be forwarded. The number of these clusters and wake-up rate change continuously according to the traffic and wireless channel conditions (as we see later). Looking at the network, the continuous enlarging and shrinking of the cluster size makes our protocol to behave like a breath, thereby, we denoted our solution the Breath protocol. We assume that nodes have tunable transmit power. Packets transmitted by the nodes are of two kinds: data packets, which contain information related to the sensed phenomenon, and beacon packets, which carry information related to the control parameters of the protocol. We assume that data packets and beacon packets are transmitted at two fixed disjoint frequencies, so to reduce packet collisions. These assumptions are perfectly compatible with off-the-shelf hardware platforms, as the Tmote Sky [4] .
The Breath protocol is a cross-layer solution. The MAC, routing, and duty-cycle algorithms are designed and optimized all together. According to the protocol, a node sends a data packet to a node randomly selected in a forwarding region, which is located in the direction toward the sink node. Nodes in the forwarding region send beacon messages to say that they are available to receive data packets. The MAC is probabilistic and does not implement any acknowledgement or retransmission scheme. Each node, either transmitter or receiver, does not stay in an active state all time, but goes to sleep for a random amount of time, which depends on the traffic conditions. Hence, the duty-cycling algorithm is randomized. The cumulative wake-up rate, i.e., the sum of the wake-up rates that a node sees from all nodes of the next cluster is denoted µ c , which is the same for each cluster, as we see later.
The detailed behavior of a node is explained in the state machine of Fig. 2 , which we describe in the following:
• Sleep State: the node k turns off its radio and starts a grenade timer whose duration is an exponentially distributed random variable with average µ k . is computed such that the cumulative sleep time of the cluster µ c can be achieved, according to the adaptation algorithm given in Section V. According to the protocol given above, the packet delivery depends on the cumulative wake-up time and on the number of forwarding regions. In the next sections, we show how to tune online these parameters to satisfy delay and reliability constraints imposed by the application and optimize them for energy consumption.
III. BREATH OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The protocol is tuned by a constrained optimization problem. The objective function is the total energy consumption for transmitting and receiving packets from the source to the destination. The constraints are given by an end-to-end delay probability, and a packet reception probability. The decision variables of the optimization problem are the cumulative wakeup rate µ c of each cluster and the number of blocks, h − 1. The optimization problem is
In Problem P, the objective function is the total energy consumption of the network, denoted as
is the distribution of the end-to-end delay to transmit a packet from the source to the sink, τ is the desired maximum end-toend delay, and ∆ is the minimum probability with which such a maximum delay should be achieved. The constraint ψ(h, µ c ) is the probability of successful packet delivery from the source to the sink, and Ω is the minimum desired probability. We remark here such that ∆ and Ω are the requirements imposed by the application, and h, µ c are the protocol parameters that have to be adapted to traffic, channel conditions, and application requirements.
In the following sections, a characterization of Problem P is given, along with a strategy to achieve the optimal solution, namely the values of h, µ c that minimize the cost function. As we will see later, some approximations must be done on the constraints, whereas we use an upper bound of the cost function. We intend as optimal solution the solution that solves such an approximated optimization problem. The complex interdependence of the protocol parameter prevents to model with exact accuracy the constraints and cost function, as we discuss next.
A. Latency Constraint
The end-to-end delay between source to destination is given by the sum of the delays at each hop. There are three sources of delay per hop:
• Time to wait before the first wake-up of a node in the next cluster: This time is an exponentially distributed random variable α i whose intensity µ c is the sum of the wake-up intensities of the nodes in the next cluster i.
• Time to wait clean channel: Before sending a packet, a node senses if the channel is busy a CSMA/CA mechanism. If the channel is busy, then the node waits an exponentially distributed random back-off time ε i with intensity µ ε . This operation is repeated at most M b times, after which a packet is discarded. The average number of back-offs is denoted through µ b . It can be computed as follows: Let P hb be the busy channel probability, then
where, according to the analysis carried out in [16] ,
where there are h hops to send a packet from source to destination. Finally, the end-to-end delay is a random variable:
B. Reliability Constraint
Since we implemented a CSMA/CA scheme, a data packet can be lost at each hop because of a bad wireless channel or collisions. The first such an event is modeled with a Bernoulli model, where the probability of having a good channel during a single transmission is denoted with p. Recalling that M b is the maximum number of tries to perceive a clean channel, the successful probability to transmit a packet within M b tries can be well approximated
where ρ c is an upper bound of collision probability in CSMA/CA State. Therefore, the reliability constraint can be expressed by
C. Cost Function
The total energy consumption is given by the energy related to the communication of data packets, and the energy to wakeup and beckoning, namely E tot (h, µ c ) = E pck + E wu . In the following, we characterize these energies.
Consider the energy spent for transmission and reception of a data packet for a node in the i th cluster. Let us denote the energy consumption for radio transmission with Q m (d i ), where d i is the transmission distance to which a data packet has to be transmitted from the node. Such an energy is a function of the radio power used to transmit the packet. The following expression holds:
where V is the voltage consumption at the node, t m is the transmission time of a data packet, and I(P t (d i )) is the current consumption of the electronic circuit needed to transmit packets of radio power P t (d i ). The relation between the current consumption and radio power obviously depends on the hardware platform. Using Telos sensors, the following relation holds [17] :
Before sending a data packet, the node waits for a beacon coming from the forwarding region, and perceives a clean channel in the CSMA/CA. The expected energy consumption corresponding to this procedure is
where W R is power consumption at RX mode and W T is power consumption at TX mode.
For the reception of a data packet, there is a fixed cost R due to the RF circuit at the receiver node. Assuming h hops, and recalling that sources emits λ pckt/s, the total energy consumption for transmission and reception during a time of T s is
We would like to remark here that the energy consumption in (5) has been derived with the implicit assumption that all packets reach the sink. Obviously, some packet may be lost before reaching the sink, therefore Equation (5) gives a upper bound on the energy consumption. Consider now the energy for wake-up, listening and beckoning. Each node randomly cycles between an awake state and a sleep state. Each time a node wakes up, it spends a given energy, which is given by the power needed to wake-up W w during the wake-up time T w , plus the energy to listen for the reception of a data packet within a maximum time T ac . These two energies give
After a node wakes up, if transmits a beacon to the next block. Defining the wireless channel loss probability as 1 − p, nodes have to wake-up on average 1/(1−p) times to create the effect of a single wake-up so that a transmitter node successfully receives a beacon. Recalling that there are h hops and a cumulative wake-up rate per block µ c , the total cost in a time T for wake-ups and beaconing becomes
is the expected energy consumption to transmit a beacon message at the distance d i .
IV. SOLVING BREATH OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
In this section we propose an approach to the solution of the Problem P which optimize our protocol. We derive a characterization of the constraints and the cost function. The section is concluded with the solution of the problem.
A. Delay Constraint
Consider the end-to-end delay constraint in Equation (3). Since α i and ε i , i = 1, . . . , h are exponentially distributed, the central limit theorem can be applied. Hence, the delay D can be approximated with a Gaussian random variable. Consequently, the delay is approximated with
, where
Previous equation can be used to express the probability of the end-to-end delay constraint in Problem P:
where
where D c− (h) and D c+ (h) are given in (9) and (10). We evidenced that µ c is a function of h due to these constraints. In that equations, µ b,max is an upper bound of the expected number of back-off tries:
where we used the fact that the wake-up rate is bounded as µ c ≥ Ωλ.
The fact that the roots in the expression D c− (h) and D c+ (h) must be positive gives the constraints Γ − ≤ h ≤ Γ + , where
) .
These constraints are useful for the search of the optimal value of h, as we will see later.
B. Reliability
From the constraint on the reliability (4), it is possible to express a bound on the cumulative wake-up rate, which after some simple algebras becomes:
Note that from the fact that the squared root of previous inequality must be positive, the constraint h ≤ ln(Ω) ln(p) is obtained.
C. Cost Function
Optimizing the cost function E tot (h, µ c ) = E pck +E wu has some difficulties. The radio power used to transmit packets depends on the distance to which the packet must be sent. Hence, the cost function can be slightly upper bounded by considering the worst distance to which a packet must be sent, which is S/(h − 1). From (5) and (6) we obtain
where u(x) = 1 if x ≥ 0, and u(x) = 0 otherwise. It is possible to show that the cost function is convex both in h and µ c (h) providing that one assumes h as a real number [16] . We find the optimal solution in two steps. For each value of h, the cost function is minimized for µ c . The pair h and µ c (h) which minimize the cost function is the optimal solution.
Specifically, from Equation (8) and (12), the conditions of the optimal wake-up rate are derived from two constraints with the given value of hops. However, it is possible to show that the minimum wake-up rate from the constraints does not guarantee the optimal working point in terms of the total energy consumption. The derivative of the total energy consumption E tot (h, µ c ) is used to find the optimal wakeup rate that minimizes the objective function. By getting the derivative of the objective function with respect to the wakeup rate, the optimal wake-up rate is given by Equation (11) . We assume that (µ c (h) + λ) 2 λ 2 to achieve the derivative of E pck . If (11) is within the bounds given by Equation (8) and (12) , then the derivative gives the optimal rate. Otherwise, recalling the convexity of the cost function, the optimal rate is given by one of the constraints.
V. ADAPTATION MECHANISMS
In the previous sections, we showed how to determine the optimal forwarding region and cumulative wake-up rate as the solution of an optimization problem. Here, we present in detail some adaptation algorithms that the destination must run to determine correctly the forwarding region size and wake-up rate as the traffic rate and channel conditions changes. These algorithms allow us to adapt the protocol behavior to the channel condition without high message overhead.
A. Computation of the Protocol Parameters
We assume that all the physical layer abstraction values can be estimated at the destination. Consequently, the destination node solves the optimization problem as described in section IV knowing the traffic rate λ and the average channel condition p. The return value of the algorithm are the protocol parameters, namely the optimal number of hops h and cumulative wake-up rate µ c , can be piggybacked on beacons toward the intermediate nodes closer to the destination. Then, the protocol parameters are forwarded when the nodes wakeup and send beacons to the next cluster toward the source. During the initial state, nodes set h = 2 before receiving a beacon.
B. Estimation of the Node's Wake-up Rate
Assume there are N nodes in a block. We consider the natural solution of distributing the cumulative wake-up rate equally between all nodes. Let µ k be the wake-up rate of node k. The fair solution is µ k = µc N for k = 1, ..., N . However, a node does not know and cannot estimate efficiently the number of nodes in its block. By following the same approach as in [12] , an Additive Increase and Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) algorithm of the wake-up rate of each node leads to a fair distribution of the wake-up duties within a single block. Each node that is waiting to forward a data packet observes the time before the first wake-up in the forwarding region. Starting from this observation, it estimates the cumulative wake-up rate of the forwarding region and it compares it with optimal value of the wake-up rate µ o . If the estimated value is less than or equal to the optimal value, it communicates to the next hop the
information to increase additively its wake-up rate, otherwise it orders the next hop node to decrease multiplicatively its wake-up rate. The command on the wake-up rate variation is piggybacked on the data packet and it does not require any additional message. However, this approach may generate a load balancing problem because of different wake-ups rate among intermediate nodes within a short period. Load balancing is a critical issue since some nodes may wake-up at higher rate than desired rate of other nodes, thus wasting energy. To overcome this situation, each intermediate node runs a simple reset mechanism in terms of wake-up rate. If the nodes are uniformly deployed with high density between source and destination, we can assign an upper and lower bounds of wake-up rate for each node. If the wake-up rate of a node is larger than the upper bound, µ k > µo N (1 + ξ), or is smaller than the lower bound, µ k < µo N (1 − ξ), then a node resets its wake-up rate to µo N , where ξ assumes a small value. Otherwise, the node maintains its own wake-up rate, which oscillates between the upper and lower bound.
C. Adaptation Mechanism
Here the mechanisms described in previous Subsections are put together to adapt the wake-up rate, and the transmit radio power of each node. The mechanism makes use of beacons. Recall that each beacon contains the location information of the beacon node to adapt the change of hops in the network. The beacon is used also for synchronization. The adaptation mechanism that each node runs is described next.
• Init State: A node sets the number of hops, the wake-up rate, and the estimation of the packet loss probability to an initial values: 
φ , (from the experimental results, we obtained that θ = 3 and φ = 1.05 achieve good performance) Furthermore, the node runs a reset mechanism for load balancing of wake-up rate. Go back to Init State.
D. Computation of the Radio Power
In this Subsection, the minimum radio power that ensures packets to reach a given distance with a given probability is computed. This ensures the minimization of a component of the energy consumption (5) that plays a relevant role in the energy balance [18] .
The radio power minimization is based on that the transmit node receives a beacon from the receiver node. From such a beacon, the transmitter node can easily compute the distance from the receiver node. Consider node k transmitting packets with a radio power level P tk . The power of a received signal at the generic distance d k from node k can be expressed as follows [19] 
where PL(d 0 ) is the path loss computed at a reference distance d 0 , β k is the path loss exponent 2 ≤ β k ≤ 6, and X k is a Gaussian random variable having zero average and variance σ 2 k . It is easy to see that the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) in dB can be written as follows:
where the received power
and P n denotes the noise floor plus interference. Assume that nodes use an offset quadrature phase shift keying modulation (O-QPSK), which is used on Tmote Sky sensors [4] . The bit error probability P b for O-QPSK with coherent demodulation in a slow Rayleigh fading environment, which exhibits non-selective behavior both in frequency and in time, can be expressed as [19] 
where γ(d k ) is the average SINR at the distance d k . Recalling that the power attenuation follows an exponential decay with respect to distance, and a Gaussian attenuation, the SINR follows a log normal distribution. Hence, it is easy to see that the average of the SINR is given as follows
where µ γ k and σ γ k are, respectively, the average and standard deviation of the SINR in neper unit. By recalling the relation of the neper units with the dB units, and Equation (18), the following relation holds true
where ϕ = ln 10/10. Given the packet size l, the probability of successful packet reception P s at a distance d k is
By imposing a constraint P con on the probability of successful packet reception at a distance d k from node k, we can translate the constraint on the average SINR by (17) and (20), thus obtaining a bound γ c . From this we can derive the transmit radio power necessary to successfully receive packets at a distance d k with the probability P con . After simple algebra, we have that the minimum transmit power is
VI. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION Breath protocol is validated through an extensive set of experiments. The protocol was implemented on a test bed of Tmote Sky [4] wireless sensor nodes. The experiments enable us to assess Breath in terms of delay, reliable packet transmission and energy consumption of the network. Breath is compared with a standard implementation of IEEE 802. 15.4 [6], as we discuss next.
We consider a typical indoor environment, with concrete walls. The experiments were performed in a static AWGN and time-varying Rayleigh propagation environment:
• AWGN environment: nodes and surrounding objects were static, with minimal time-varying changes in the wireless channel due to multi-path fading effects. In this case, the wireless channel is well described by an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) model. • Rayleigh environment: obstacles were moved within the network, along a line of 20 m. Furthermore, a metal object was put in front of the source node, so the source node and the intermediate nodes were not in line-of-sight. The source was moved on a distance of some tens of centimeters. A single node acted as source and generated packets periodically at different rates (λ = 5, 10 and 15 pckt/s). 15 intermediate nodes were placed to mimic the topology in Fig. 1 . The sources was at a distance of 20 m far from the destination. The destination node collected packets and then forwarded them through the USB port to a computer, where the optimal solution is computed as described in IV-C. The latency requirement was set to (τ = 1s) and the reliability to (Ω = 0.9 and 0.95). These requirements were chosen as representative of some control applications in automation (e.g., latency for the activation of fans, heaters).
As discussed in the Section I, no comprehensive protocol can be found in the literature which optimizes simultaneously physical layer, MAC and routing in a realistic multihop communication scenario with end-to-end reliability and latency constraints. Therefore, we decided to compare Breath against an implementation of the unslotted IEEE 802. 15.4 [6] , which is similar to the randomized MAC that we use in this paper. In such an IEEE 802.15.4 implementation, we set nodes to a fixed sleep schedule, defined by CT ac where C is integer number (recall that T ac is the maximum listening time of the nodes in Breath). We defined the case X as the one in which the IEEE 802.15.4 is set with C = 1, whereas we defined the case Y setting C = 4. Therefore, the case Y represents a fair comparison between Breath and IEEE 802.15.4, while in the case X nodes are let to listen much longer time than nodes in Breath. The power level in the IEEE 802.15.4 implementation where set to −5dBm. We set the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol parameters to macMinBE= 3, aMaxBE= 5, macMaxCSMABackoffs= 4. We remark here that other values for such parameters basically give the same trends in the experimental results.
A. End-to-End delay
In this section, we report the experimental results related to the end-to-end delay.
In Fig. 3 , the temporal average of the end-to-end delay for both Breath, and IEEE 802.15.4 X and Y are plotted as function of the reliability constraint Ω and traffic rate λ in AWGN and Rayleigh fading environment. The variance of the end-to-end delay exhibits similar behavior as the magnitude, so we do not report it due to lack of space. The end-to-end delay meets perfectly the constrains. Observe that end-to-end delay decreases as the traffic rate increases. This is due to the fact that Breath linearly increases the active time of the nodes as the traffic rate increases (see Equation (12)). The end-to-end delay is larger for worse reliability constraints. The reason of this is found in the fact that Equation (12) 
B. Packet Reception Rate
In this section we report the packet loss results of Breath. Fig. 4 shows the packet reception rate (PRR) of Breath and IEEE 802.15.4 X, Y as function of the reliability constraint Ω = 0.9, Ω = 0.95 and traffic rate λ = 5, 10, 15 pckt/s in AWGN and Rayleigh fading environment. Observe that the PRR is stable around the required reliability for Breath, and in any different traffic rate and environment. However, IEEE 802.15.4 X and Y do not ensure the constraint satisfaction for large traffic rates. Specifically, IEEE 802.15.4 Y show poor PRR in any case, and performance worsen as the the environment moves from the AWGN to the Rayleigh. Furthermore, even though IEEE 802.15.4 X has a higher dutycycle in Fig. 5 , it does not guarantee the better PRR in higher traffic rate. The reason is found in the sleep schedule of the IEEE 802.15.4 case: the wake-up rate of the fixed sleep schedule is independent from traffic rate and wireless channel condition i.e., the fixed sleep schedule is not feasible to support high traffic and unstable wireless channel. Moreover, the fixed sleep schedule does not guarantee the uniform distribution of cumulative wake-up rate within certain time in a cluster, which means that there may be congestion in a cluster. On the contrary, Breath presents an excellent behavior in any situation of channel condition and traffic load.
C. Duty Cycle
In this section we study the energy consumption of the nodes. As energy performance index, we measured the node's duty cycle, which is the ratio of the active time to the sleep time of a node. Obviously, the lower is the duty cycle, the better is the performance of the protocol in terms of energy consumption. Considering Breath, observe that the duty cycle increases linearly with the traffic rate and reliability constraint. As for the end-to-end delay, this is explained recalling Equation (12) . Recalling the analysis in Section IV-C, since Breath minimizes the total energy consumption on the base of a trade-off between wake-up rate and waiting time of beacon messages, lower wake-up rates do not guarantee lower duty cycle. Observe that choosing an active time for the nodes of the IEEE 802.15.4 implementation would obviously obtain energy savings comparable with Breath, however, the reliability would be heavily affected (recall Fig. 4 ). More precisely, ensuing a duty cycle for the IEEE 802.15.4 implementation comparable with Breath would be very detrimental with respect to the reliability. a function of node density. Observe that the duty cycle has proportional relation with respect to density of nodes. With respect to protocols as [11] , this is one of the remarkable strong points of Breath: the network lifetime is extended by adding more nodes.
Finally, we observe that Breath does an accurate radio power control, so that further energy savings are actually obtained with respect to the IEEE 802.15.4 implementation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We designed and implemented the Breath protocol, a crosslayer protocol for WSNs for real-time control and automation. The protocol considers physical layer aspects (e.g., power control, duty-cycling), randomized MAC and routing. The protocol maximizes the network lifetime under reliability and end-to-end delay constraints.
We provided a test-bed implementation of the protocol, building a WSN with TinyOS and Tmote Sky wireless sensors. An experimental campaign was conducted in order to test the validity of Breath in an indoor environment with both AWGN and Rayleigh fading. Experimental results showed that the protocol achieves the required reliability and the latency constraints, while minimizing the energy consumption.
It outperformed significantly a standard IEEE 802.15.4 implementation in terms of both energy consumption and reliability. Breath showed good load balancing performance, and was well scalable with the number of nodes.
Future work includes a performance limit analysis, i.e., we plan to characterize the maximum number of nodes that can be supported by our protocol, and the minimum end-to-end delay achievable. We also plan to test the validity of Breath for outdoor applications. An initial such activity, along with further experimental results, can be found in [16] .
